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with such features as good ‘ol manual override makes
troubleshooting far simpler. The use of our own dedicated
full horsepower pilot controlled valving, custom manifolds
and the avoidance of electronics wherever possible
further enhances reliability and the ability to diagnose
issues quickly and without having to wait on the guy with
the laptop.

Grooved, controlled freefall winch
with 120’ of rope on one layer.

Kelly Winch
The need for speed…and control
The kelly cable is one of the most vulnerable and sensitive
items on a drill. A damaged cable can shut a rig down
unexpectedly and usually at the most inconvenient time.
At the same time, essential to production is getting the
tool in and out of deeper and deeper holes as fast as
possible. Put simply, the winch design needs to make it
easier for the operator to manage more rope with less
wear, faster!
On deeper kelly bar sets, piling wire rope up on the kelly
winch for two or even three layers is typical but is also a
major cause of wear. The cable spooling on and off the
winch drum over other layers of rope constantly fatigues
the wire rope over the hundreds of cycles that can happen
in one day.
The simple solution, which now is incorporated on every
Watson drill rig, is to never use more than one layer of rope.
On the EX rigs, a custom Watson winch is used with a
larger diameter spool that provides enough circumference
to accommodate over 120’ of wire rope. This single layer
winch drum eliminates the typical problematic multilayer
issues of crushing rope, cross-over damage and end of
wrap fatigue. Watson winches further enhance this wire
rope management by also providing a grooved drum with
a spring loaded roller. This unique combination of features
assures easier wire rope operation in both directions.
Of course, better wire rope management is only really
beneficial if you also combine it with speed. The signature
feature of controlled freefall, one of the key elements
that make Watson rigs faster, is now integrated into the
entire Excadrill lineup using a custom winch solution. A
proportional foot pedal can be gradually depressed to
provide a controlled range of descent speed from slow
and precise, to fully released freefall for a faster drop
speed of the tool. The key difference versus a “power
down” winch is that if the tool hangs up on the way down,
or the operator does not slow the winch before reaching
the bottom of the hole, the controlled freefall functionality
prevents overspooling and the dangerous and frustrating
problem of wire rope birdnesting.
In the hoisting direction, a variable piston motor provides
the high linepull needed to break the tool loose, but also
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the speed to get the tool back to the surface faster. This level of performance is
only possible by using a variable displacement motor to deliver full horsepower
to the winch, at both full pull and full speed conditions.

Rotary
From torque to speed without complication
One of the biggest challenges in rig design is achieving the dynamic range needed
to achieve maximum torque and maximum spinoff. Most machinery achieves
this using clutches and gear shifting but in drill rigs, this means complex and
expensive gearboxes and careful control of the shifting. Once again, Watson’s
approach is to take the simplest possible approach: more motors. The EX
lineup uses rotaries with 2, 3 and 4 drive motors depending on the torque range
desired. The benefit is common, simple components and continuous operation
from full torque to full speed.

Top Crowd
Simply a better way of pushing (by pulling)

Full travel Top Crowd system
(pulldown cable highlighted in red)

Those who have operated any Watson drill in the past 60 years understand the
advantages of top crowd. While top crowd is required to run square bars, it
also brings distinct advantages to round bars. Rather than contributing to wear
and tear of the rotary by crowding though the spindle, top crowd is achieved
by pulling down on the top of the outer bar thereby eliminating the need for
outer bar crowd locks altogether. The outer kelly element is fastened to a swivel
bearing on a sled which can travel the full length of the mast structure thanks to a
simple cylinder system. This full length top crowd also makes it easier to achieve
accurate alignment and trajectory of the bore hole because of the increased
separation of the rotary and the top of the bar. This same ability to separate the
two also allows the rotary to remain stationary while drilling over casing.
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Kelly Bars
More bars without more problems
Kelly bars can be perhaps one the most frustrating
aspects of drilling. As the business end of a drill rig,
bars take constant punishment and must be designed
to withstand years of wear and tear without the need for
constant maintenance. Watson believes this means they
must be overdesigned.
The EX lineup offers both types of Kelly bars, both round
and square…but you don’t have to decide on which
you want when you purchase a rig. With the EX kelly
interchangeability advantage, you can decide which you
want to use before every job. The only question becomes,
how deep do you want to go?

Just like with the outer bar, the key to long life on
round inner bars comes down to maximizing wear area.
Watson’s innovative, patent pending “quicklock” bars
provide 12x the wear area of other bar sets on the market.
How is this dramatic improvement over the industry norm
accomplished? Call Watson to find out.
The other essential feature of Watson’s new round
locking bars is the ability to easily lock the bars together.
Traditional multi-element bars are inherently difficult to get
properly locked because the alignment of the crowd locks
occurs below ground and out of sight of the operator. The
New Generation “Quicklock” bars
with 20” outer & 1.5” lugs

Of course the most common answer is “as deep as
possible…while staying under 25 feet!” In the end, this
combination can only be accomplished by increasing the
number of Kelly bars. However, this often comes with
the sacrifice of using thinner elements so they can be
squeezed through the same rotary opening. The other
sacrifice is the headache historically experienced with
managing numerous bars. Watson has addressed these
problems in two ways allowing operator-friendly kelly sets
of up to 6 elements.
The first problem was addressed by making the rotary
passage larger rather than making the bars smaller. Watson
hydraulic rigs now have the largest spindle passage in the
industry with greater than 25” [610mm] clearance. This
allows Watson to offer the largest round or square bars
out there, combined with the tallest drive lugs available
on round bars: 1.5” [38mm]. When used with top crowd
technology, this all translates into drastically reduced
wear and tear on your rotary and outer bar. Additionally,
the open bottom design allows the critical drainage
needed to use round locking bars for slurry drilling.
EX90 with low clearance
straight boom option
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alignment of locks on Watson’s “quicklock” bars happens
above ground, in plain view. This patent pending design
innovation is only offered by Watson.
But the innovations in locking aren’t just in the round bars.
If you have ever tried to pin 4+ element square bars, you
know how challenging that can be. The new generation of
multi-element square bars, take a much less complicated
approach to pinning which enables square bars to again
be a fast and effective solution in the right conditions.

Customization
The key to increasing competitive edge
Even with all the innovations in the new EX series over
the past EDT generation, one thing remains essential
to individual success: the ability to customize. Specific
combinations of height, depth, reach, weight, transport
dimensions, balance, and stub size deliver specific
advantages customers need for their particular markets.
Extreme examples include zero turn train car mounted
rigs and 10ft OAH rubber track units for outstanding
access capabilities. With standard options such as
multiple mast heights, kelly combinations, reaction jacks,
straight booms, quick disconnects, and more, Watson is
willing and able to meet the specific requirements of your
challenges.
By focusing innovative efforts on what matters most in
drilling, the latest generation of Excadrills from Watson all
achieve an unprecedented level of simplicity, productivity
and ease of use in drill rigs. The result is industry leading
productivity in a machine designed to keep delivering for
decades to come.
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EX40 on Zero Turn
CAT 325 for Rail Car Application

EX90 on Deere 350G with reaction jack

EX130 on Volvo EC480
with quick disconnect open
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EXCADRILL SERIES
43,000-180,000 ft-lb
58-244 kNm

EX130
130,000 ft-lbs
176 kNm

EX40
43,000 ft-lbs
58 kNm

FULL POWER TO DRILL • SINGLE LAYER FREEFALL WINCH • customizable up to 6 bars
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